INTRODUCTION
The characteristics of hemodynamic response of the brain to a short stimulus are essential to tMRI experimental design and data interpretation, particularly in event-related fMRI. The impulse-response function (IRF) of BOLD has been measured recently (l-4), and its properties such as linear additivity have been characterized (5-9). So far, however, the IRF of cerebral blood flow (CBF) has not been addressed by MR techniques, primarily due to the limitation of temporal resolution in the current perfusion techniques. With the growing interest in MR perfusion imaging for noninvasive brain activation study, the measurement and characterization of the IRF of brain perfusion becomes increasingly important. We describe here an event-related functional perfusion imaging method with arterial spin labeling (ASL). With substantially improved temporal resolution, IRF -of perfusion during brain activation was characterized, and compared to simultaneously obtained BOLD response. Event-related visual and sensorimotor activation experiments were successfully performed with the new perfusion technique.
METHODS
.45X Perfusion Imaging. Experiments were performed on a 1.5T GE-LX2 scanner on normal subjects. A quantitative, multislice ASL perfusion imaging technique was employed in this study (10). Perfusion measurement was achieved by a combination of pulsed arterial spin-labeling with a fast spiral scan. Gradient-echo signals were acquired with TI of 1.2s, TE of 22ms, and TR of 2s. Perfusion and BOLD signals were simultaneously obtained by subtracting or adding the control and labeled images respectively.
Event-Related Perfusion Imaging. Temporal resolution was improved by using two strategies. (a) Inter-trial subtraction. In a pair of adjacent trials, perfusion images were acquired starting with control image (C) in the lS'trial, and starting with labeled image (L) in the 2"
A subtraction of the images between the two trials (with appropriate polarity) resulted in an improved temporal resolution of mUb=TR (note the temporal resolution is 2*TR with conventional subtraction). (b) paradigm shifting. The stimulus onset time in the tirst pair of trials was synchronized with the start of the trials, The onset time was shifted in the next pairs of trials to fill data points between the m,b. In this study, stimulus onset time was shifted -TR/4, TR/4, and TR/2 in the next 3 pairs of trials, respectively. Temporal resolution was thus improved to TR/4 (0.5s for TR=2).
Brain Activation Studies. Visual activation experiments were performed with 8 Hz flashing checkerboard presented with a back projector. Stimulus duration was 2s, 0.5s and 0.25s respectively, and inter-stimulus interval (ISI) was 14s. For each type of stimulation, 24-48 trials were collected. Sensorimotor activation experiments were done with finger tapping cued by a video instruction. The duration of finger movement was 2s, Is, 0.5s respectively, and IS1 was 14s. Twentyfour trials were collected for each type of finger tapping. To address the linearity of the IRF of brain perfusion, visual activation studies were also performed with multiple stimuli presented within single trials. As shown in Fig.2 , experiments with one stimulus (Exp.l), two stimuli separated with 2s (Exp.2), and three stimuli separated with 2s (Exp.3) were performed. Data Processing. Data were processed off-line on Sun-Spare workstations. The time series functional data were registered using a multi-resolution least squares difference algorithm with cubic spline interpolation. A cross-correlation method was used to correlate measured signals with gamma function based response templates to identify significantly activated voxels.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Perfusion and BOLD response curves were obtained robustly in the visual and sensorimotor activation experiments. Fig. 1 shows an example of the response curves with 2s and 0.25s visual stimulation. The shape of the perfusion response curves was generally similar to the BOLD curves, with an initial delay and rising phase (-4s), followed by a peak duration (3-4s) and then a dorp-off period (4-5s). The perfusion response curves rise slightly earlier and drops faster then the BOLD 
CONCLUSION
A perfusion imaging method with improved temporal resolution was developed for event-related brain activation studies. Impulseresponse curves of brain perfusion were characterized, and compared with simultaneously acquired BOLD responses. Departure from linearity was found in the perfusion and BOLD responses when stimulation was repeated rapidly.
